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1. Introduction 

 
Five electrooptic modes in ferroelectric liquid 

crystals (FLC), Clark–Lagerwall mode is Surface 
Stabilized FLC (SSFLC) structure, Bi and Multistable 
FLC switching, Deformed Helix Ferroelectric (DHF), 
Electrically Suppressed Helix (ESH) mode, and FLC 
orientational electro-optic Kerr effect were proposed 
for fast FLCD. The very promising possibility to 
obtain a high contrast ratio and uniform FLC cell is to 
use the optimal anchoring energy, which is easy to get 
by using a photoalignment technology.  
 

2. Clark-Lagerwall Effect 
 

Let us consider the main electrooptical 
phenomena in FLC. The best known is the Clark–
Lagerwall effect [1], which results in director 
reorientation from one bistable state to the other when 
an external electric field changes its sign (Fig. 1). In 

this case, the FLC layers are perpendicular to the 
substrates and the director moves along the surface of 
a cone whose axis is normal to the layers and parallel 
to the cell substrates. In each final position of its 
deviation the director remains parallel to the 
substrates, thus transforming the FLC cell into a 
uniaxial phase plate. The origin of electrooptical 
switching in the FLC cell is the interaction of the 
polarization P perpendicular to the director with the 
electric field E. The maximum variation of the 
transmitted intensity is achieved when the FLC cell is 
placed between crossed polarizers, so that an axis of 
the input polarizer coincides with one of the final 
director positions. The total angle of switching equals 
the double tilt angle  (Fig. 1). The Clark–Lagerwall 
effect is observed in the so-called Surface Stabilized 
FLC structures (SSFLC).  In SSFLC cells d << Ro 
and we come to the situation where the existence of 
the helix is unfavorable, i.e., the helix is unwound by 
the walls. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Clark-Lagerwall effect in FLC cell 

 
 

The response times in the Clark–Lagerwall 
effect are determined by   /PE, where  is FLC 
rotational viscosity, P-FLC spontaneous polarization, 
and E-applied electric field (Fig.1) [1, 2].  Comparing 
the response times in nematics (N): 

r
(N)  41/ E2,    d

(N) d21/K2 ,             (1) 
where K – in nematic LC elastic constant, 1 – 
rotational viscosity, d – thickness of the layer, and 
ferroelectric liquid crystals (FLC) 

r
(FLC)  d

(FLC)    /PE,                   (2) 
we come to conclusion that the electrooptical 
switching in the Clark–Lagerwall effect in FLCs is 
much faster than in nematic LC. Slower response of 
nematic LCs is mainly due to the relatively large 

decay times d
(N), which in FLC case can be very short 

in sufficiently high electric fields E. 
The optical transmittance I in the Clark-Lagerwall 
effect is calculated as follows [1–3]: 

I = sin2 4 sin2/2                         (3) 
where  = nd/ the phase difference, n = n – n. 
As follows from (3), the maximum contrast is obtained 
for  0 = /8 (22.5), nd/ = 1/2, which, for n = 0.125,     
= 0.5 m, gives d ≈ 2 m. We should note, that the 
variation of the cell thickness d = /8n from the 
optimum value d = /2n results in a considerable 
difference in the FLC electrooptical response (Fig. 2) [3]. 
The practical criteria of an FLC display quality, however, 
require more precise limitations d = 2 ± 0.2, m. 
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Fig. 2. Electrooptical   response  of  the   FLC  cell  in  
Clark-Lagerwall     effect     for     different    phase    factors  
                           dn/ = k/4, k= 1…9 [3] 

 
3. Bistable and Multistable switching in FLC cells 

 
The bistable switching in SSFLC geometry (Fig. 1) 

takes place above a certain threshold field                    
Eth  Wd/K

1/2, where K is an average elastic constant 
and Wd is a dispersion anchoring energy and polar 
anchoring energy is taken equal to zero Wp = 0 [3]. 
Thus with increasing anchoring we have to increase 
the switching amplitude of the electric field. As the 
energy of switching electric torque is proportonal to 
the product of PE, the bistability threshold is inversely 
proportional to the value of the FLC spontaneous 
polarization P.  

The problems we meet using the Clark–
Lagerwall effect include not only severe restrictions to 
the optimum layer thickness and requirements of 
defectless samples, but also difficulties in the 
realization of a perfect bistability or optical memory 
switched by the electric field and also providing the 
grey scale. The latter problem is one of the most 
crucial, because it is very inconvenient to provide the 
grey scale using either complicated driving circuits or 
increasing the number of working elements (pixels) in 
an FLC display [1–3]. This problem arises in the 
Clark–Lagerwall effect because the level of 
transmission is not defined by the amplitude of the 

driving voltage pulse U, but by the product U, where 
 is the electric pulse duration. 

A surface-stabilized FLC (SSFLC) structure 
with bistable switching cannot provide an intrinsic 
continuous gray scale, unless a time- or space-
averaging process is applied [1–3]. The inherent 
physical gray scale of passively addressed FLC cells 
can be obtained if the FLC possesses multistable 
electro-optical switching with a sequence of 
ferroelectric domains, which appear if the spontaneous 
polarization Ps is high enough [4]. Ferroelectric 
domains in a helix-free FLC form a quasi-periodic 
structure with a variable optical density as it appears 
between crossed polarizers [5] (Fig. 3). The bookshelf 
configuration (Fig. 1) of smectic layers is preferable 
for the observation of these domains. If the duration of 
the electric pulse applied to a helix free SSFLC layer 
containing ferroelectric domains is shorter than the 
total FLC switching time, the textures shown in Fig. 3 
are memorized after switching off this pulse and short-
circuiting of the FLC cell electrodes. The domains 
appear as a quasi-regular structure of bright and dark 
stripes parallel to the smectic-layer planes. The bright 
stripes indicate the spatial regions with a complete 
switching of the FLC director, while the dark stripes 
indicate the regions that remain in the initial state. The 
sharp boundaries between the black and white domain 
stripes seem to illustrate the fact that only two stable 
director orientations exist. The variation of the 
occupied area between bright and dark stripes depends 
on the energy of the applied driving pulses. The total 
light transmission of the structure is the result of a 
spatial averaging over the aperture of the light passed 
through the FLC cell and is always much larger than 
the period of the ferroelectric domains. Both the 
amplitude and the duration of the driving pulses can be 
varied to change the switching energy, which defines 
the memorized level of FLC-cell transmission in a 
multistable electro-optical response. Therefore, any 
level of the FLC-cell transmission, intermediate 
between the maximum and the minimum 
transmissions, can be memorized after switching off 
the voltage pulses and short-circuiting of the cell 
electrodes (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3. Continuous variation of the width of ferroelectric domains with a change in the applied  
voltage of the FLC layer between crossed polarizers [5] 

 
 

The necessary conditions of multistable 
switching modes, are (i) sufficiently high FLC 
spontaneous polarization Ps > 50 nC/cm2 and (ii) a 
relatively low energy of the boundaries between the 
two FLC states existing in FLC domains (Fig. 3), 
which is usually typical for the antiferrroelectric phase 
[1–3]. The multistability is responsible for three new 

electro-optical modes with different shapes of the 
gray-scale curve that can be either S-shaped (double or 
single dependent upon the applied-voltage pulse 
sequence and boundary conditions) or V-shaped 
dependent upon boundary conditions and FLC cell 
parameters (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4. S-shaped (above) and V-shape (below) FLC multi-stable switching [4] 
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The theoretical and experimental investigation of 
reversible and memorized S and V-shaped multistable 
FLC electro-optical modes was proposed in Ref. [4]. 
New electro-optical modes are based on the 
multistable electro-optical modes in FLC cell [4, 5] 
(Fig. 3).  

4. Deformed Helix Ferroelectric Effect 
 

The geometry of the FLC cell with a DHF effect 
is presented in Fig. 5 [6]. The polarizer (P) on the first 
substrate makes an angle with the helix axis and the 
analyzer (A) is crossed with the polarizer.  

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Deformed Helix Ferroelectric  (DHF) Effect [3] 
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The FLC layers are perpendicular to the substrates and 
the layer thickness d is much higher than the value of 
the helix pitch Ro: 

d >> Ro.                                     (4) 
The light beam with the aperture a >> Ro passes 
parallel to the FLC layers through an FLC cell placed 
between the polarizer and analyzer.  In an electrical 
field the FLC helical structure becomes deformed, so 
that the corresponding dependence of the director 
distribution cos, as a function of coordinate 2z/Ro, 
oscillates symmetrically in ±E electric fields [3]     
(Fig. 5). These oscillations result in a variation of the 
effective refractive index, i.e., electrically controlled 
birefringence appears. 
The effect takes place up to the fields of FLC helix 
unwinding [3] 

EU = 2/16 K22q0
2/Ps,                       (5) 

where K22  is FLC twist elastic constant, q0 = 2/R0 – 
helix wave vector. 
The characteristic response times c of the effect in 
small fields E/Eu << 1 are independent of the FLC 
polarization Ps and the field E, and defined only by the 
rotational viscosity  , and the helix pitch Ro: 

c = /K22q0
2                                  (6) 

The dependence (6) is valid, however, only for very 
small fields E. If E < Eu, the FLC helix becomes 
strongly deformed and c  E- , where 0 <  < 1 [7]. If 
E is close to the unwinding field Eu the helical pitch R 
sharply increases R >> Ro.  Consequently, the times 
of the helix relaxation d  to the initial state also rise 

d /c  R2/R0
2                              (7) 

i.e., for E  Eu it is possible to observe the memory 
state of the FLC structure [6]. In this regime the 
electrooptical switching in the DHF effect reveals a 
pronounced hysteresis especially for E Eu.  

However, if the FLC helix is not deformed too 
much, fast and reversible switching in the DHF mode 
could be obtained [3]. The switching time, less than 10 
s at the controlling voltage of 20V can be provided, 
which is temperature independent over the broad 
temperature range [8]. The fast ferroelectric LC cells 
(deformed helix ferroelectric-DHF effect) with the 
response time around one microsecond in a broad 
temperature range from 20 to 80 degrees were 
developed [9] (Fig. 6). We believe, that DHF FLC are 
the fastest electrooptical mode in LC cells for 
photonics and display applications. 
 

 
 
Fig. 6. A copy of an oscilloscope screen is presented here. 
The upper curve shows the driving voltage waveform 
(whose amplitude is ±15 Volt and frequency is 50 kHz) 
applied to the FLC-587 based cell with the FLC layer 
thickness 3μm. The bottom waveform shows the electro-
optical  response  of  the  cell at T = 22 C, λ = 0.628 μm [9] 

 
The optical transmission of the DHF cell could be 
calculated as follows: 

I = sin2 (n(z)d/)sin2 (2(–(z)),          (8) 
where  is the angle between the z-axis and the 
polarizer (Fig. 5), 

a(z) = arctan(tan  cos (z))             (9) 
is the angle between the projection of the optical axis 
on the y, z-polarizer plane and the z-axis, and n(z) = 
neff(z)–n is the effective birefringence: 

neff = n n/[ n
2 + (n

2 – n
2) sin2 sin2]1/2      (10) 

(Diffraction of light on the helical structure is avoided, 
because the helical pitch of the FLC mixture Ro  0.1–
0.3 m <  = 0.5 m is in the visible range).  
In the case of small angles << 1, the transmission 
in (8) can be expanded in  series 

I  (sin22 – 2sin4cos + 42cos4cos2 )sin2nd/    (11) 
As shown in [3] for the small values of the applied 
field cos  E/Eu and changes its sign for the field 
reversal E  –E (Fig. 5). Thus according to (11) for 
sin4 = 0 we have a quadratic grey scale, i.e.  

I  2cos2  2 E2/Eu
2                  (12) 

and for other values of  the grey scale is linear.  For 
cos4 = 0 the quadratic component in the modulated 
intensity I is absent , i.e.  

I  cos   E/Eu                      (13) 
If E(t) = Eo coswt, then in the case of (12) we come to 
the modulation regime, which  doubles  the  frequency  
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of the applied field. The  relationships  (12),  (13) were 
confirmed in experiment [6]. Using a «natural» grey 
scale of the DHF mode many grey levels have been 
obtained with fast switching between them [10]. New 
ferroelectric mixtures with the helix pitch R0 < 0.3 m 
um and tilt angle 0 > 30 have recently been 
developed for the DHF effect [10, 11]. The helix 
unwinding voltage was about 2–3 V. Short-pitch FLC 
mixtures could be also used to obtain pseudo-bistable 
switching in FLC samples. Using these new FLC’s, 
the electrically controlled V-shaped switching in DHF 

mode can be applied for new active-matrix LCD with 
Field Sequential Colors (FSC) [3].  
A geometry with  = 0 was selected in all experiments 
to provide non-sensitive to the driving voltage polarity 
electro-optical response. Maximal light transmission 
under this condition, as it follows from (8), occurs if        
(z) =45 and n(z)d = /2. It is easy to show from 
(8) that the tilt angle  of the FLC should be close to 
45º for providing of maximal light transmission at      
 = 0. The typical V-shape symmetrical (voltage sign 
independent) DHF switching is shown in Fig. 7 [10]. 
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Fig. 7. Symmetric (voltage sign independent ) electrooptic response of DHF – FLC [10]. Left: Top – the driving voltage 
waveform applied to the cell, bottom – the electro-optical response of the cell. Right: V-shaped mode in the envelope curve of 
light transmission saturation states measured at electro-optical response frequency 2 kHz. The light transmission Th evaluated in 
comparison   with   transmission   of   empty   cell  placed  between  parallel  polarizers;  this  transmission  is  defined  as  Th = 1   
 
 

Let us point to certain advantages of the DHF 
electrooptical effect for applications as compared with 
the Clark–Lagerwall mode. 

1. High operation speed is achieved for low 
driving voltages. This takes place because a slight 
distortion of the helix near the equilibrium state results 
in a considerable change in the transmission. 
Consequently, the instantaneous response of the FLC 
cell is provided without the so-called delay time 
inherent to the Clark–Lagerwall effect. 

2. The DHF effect is also less sensitive to the 
surface treatment and more tolerant to the cell gap 
inhomogeneity. As follows from experiment and 
qualitative estimations [3] the effective birefringence 
value neff is approximately twice as low as n =       
n – n in the Clark–Lagerwall effect. 

3. The DHF effect allows the implementation of a 
«natural», i.e., dependent on voltage amplitude, grey 
scale both linear  and quadratic  in  voltage. Moreover, 
at E  Eu long-term optical memory states are possible. 

In  particular,  a high  quality dark state of DHF FLCD  
has been obtained as well as V-shape switching with a 
high frequency [12] (Fig. 7). Two inherent properties 
of DHF-FLC have been observed (Fig. 7): (i) similar 
to NLC cells, the electro-optical response is 
insensitive to the driving voltage polarity, but the 
response time is two orders faster as compared with 
NLC, i.e. μsτ on

.. 809010  , μsτoff 609.01.0  ; (ii) the 

response exhibits perfect V-shaped mode obtained for 
the case of rectangular alternating applied voltage 
pulses shown in Fig. 7. As is illustrated in Fig. 7, the 
electro-optical response frequency is twice higher than 
the driving voltage frequency. The cell was controlled 
by the voltage waveform appropriate for FSC displays. 
Figure 7 shows that the cell light transmission is 
continuously tunable for each color field indepen-
dently at both voltage polarities.  

Thus V-shaped electro-optical response is shown 
to  be  an  inherent  property  of  a   DHFLC  cell  under  
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a special choice of the applied rectangular alternating 
electric field waveform, frequency, and the cell 
geometry. In contrast to other known V-shaped FLC 
modes, the discovered V-shaped switching is observed 
in a broadband frequency range including one 
kilohertz, and not at a certain characteristic frequency. 
Frequency independent V-shaped DHFLC switching 
allows increasing drastically (up to 1 kHz) the 
operating frequency of FSC LCD cells. 

A special software for an advanced design of 
new FLCD prototypes [13, 14]. Certain new FLCD 
prototypes can be optimized using our software, 
including the optimization of FLC configuration as 
well as the optical scheme. One of remarkable 
properties of DHF mode is independence of the 
response time on applied voltage at V < Vc. Another 
characteristic feature of DHF mode is frequency 
dependence of the electro-optical response time, which 
is really exists in our case shown in Fig. 8. We have 
found that the switching time of DHF FLC decreases 
with frequency of the applied voltage, which is in a 
good agreement with our experimental results [15] 
(Fig. 8).  

 
Fig. 8.  Response  time  of  DHF  FLC  as  a  function of the 

applied voltage frequency [15] 
 

5. Electrically suppressed helix (ESH) mode 
 

A new electrooptic mode, found recently was 
called Electrically Suppressed Helix (ESH) mode 
[12, 16]. The mode is characterized by a high contrast 
ratio and very fast electrooptic response and is highly 
suitable for display and photonics applications. 
Deformed helix ferroelectric (DHF) mode exists at V  
Vc = 0.4V and the helix is completely suppressed by 
electric field at V  1V, see Fig. 9 right part and linear 
dependence of the inverse response time at V > 1V in 
Fig. 10,  where  the  response  time  has  absolutely the  

 

same  behavior as  in  SSFLC mode.  Despite  of  these  
similarities, it should be emphasized that at V > Vc, 
strictly speaking, there is no SSFLC mode but an 
electro-optical mode with completely electrically 
suppressed helix arises (ESH-mode). It would seem 
that between SSFLC and ESH modes there is only a 
formal difference in initial conditions (the helix is 
suppressed by surfaces in SSFLC, but this does not 
happen with ESH), as the dynamics of a completely 
identical. Actually, the presence of helix without 
applied voltage is the cause of the unique high 
alignment quality in ESH-mode (see top right 
insertions in Fig. 9). The contrast ratio in ESH mode is 
more than 12000:1 up to 1 kHz at 1.5V and up to      
2 kHz at 3V; the light transmission is about of 
maximum in this case, see insertion to Fig. 11. 

 
Fig. 9. Dependence of switching on time of 1.5 m cell 
filled with the FLC-595 [12, 16]. Insertions: bottom right is 
the driving voltage waveform; top the FLC layer textures 
between crossed polarizers, horizontal scale of all images is 
200 m;  top  left – the  voltage  is  not  applied, top  right –  
                         textures at +1V and –1V 
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Fig. 11. Dependencies of the contrast ratio on driving voltage 
frequency at V=1.5V and V=3V. The FLC-595 [12, 16] layer 
thickness is 1.5 m, no SiO2 layers, measurements have been 
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Dependencies on voltage: measured tilt angle and the cell light 
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The unique high alignment quality, however, is 
observed only if the helix elastic energy is comparable 
but obligatory not less than the anchoring energy 
normalized to dFLC: 

FLC

Q

d

W
Kq

0
2
0

2
  ,              (14) 

where 0
QW  is a coefficient the anchoring energy. We 

have measured 0
QW  = 410-4 J/m2 just for the cell whose 

properties are illustrated in Figs. 9, 10, thus 
confirming the validity of inequality (14), when 
outstanding alignment quality (top right insertions in 
Fig. 9) is observed.  

A very uniform FLC alignment exists just only 
in ESH-mode when V > Vc (right top insertion in Fig. 
9) while at V < Vc it is worse because the FLC layer is 
divided into two-domain helical structures with the 
domains principal axes deployed at an angle around 
double FLC tilt angle 2. When observed with a 
polarizing microscope, these helical domains are 
perceived as homogeneous dark and light areas with 
their characteristic sizes around 10–50 m, see left top 
insertion in Fig. 9. The domains are completely 
suppressed by a weak electric field Ec < E < 1V/m 
(right top insertion in Fig. 9) thus forming perfect 
chevron-free alignment in ESH-mode.  

In addition to this the shock stability has also been  
 

found good for the ESH mode. The contrast ratio was 
measured with time after removing the mechanical 
pressure. The contrast can be restored in very short 
time after removal of mechanical pressure (Fig. 11). 
The electro-optical response manifests evident 
saturation at 500 Hz and 1.5V with the response time 
0.1–0.9 = 130 s (Figs. 9, 10).  
 

6. Orientational «Kerr effect» in DHF FLC  
with subwavelength pitch 

 
The Kerr like non-linearity has been observed in 
ferroelectric liquid crystals (FLC) with sub-
wavelength helix pitch [17, 18]. In order to 
systematically examine the pure phase modulation of 
light that takes place when the selective reflection 
from the helix is suppressed, FLC with the helix pitch 
R=p0 = 150 nm was used. Vertical alignment of the 
FLC with the well-known geometry of inter-digital 
electrodes have been used to orient the helix axis 
perpendicular to the substrates while electric field is 
parallel to smectic layers. In the absence of electric 
field, the FLC helical structure was optically 
equivalent to a uniaxial crystal whose principle axis 
coincides with the axis of the helix.  Whereas, in the 
presence of electric field E, the in-plane refractive 
indices along ( nII

) and perpendicular ( n
) to the field 

differ from each other and their difference is 
proportional to square of the field: 2Enind  . Thus, 

proposed phase modulator exhibits hysteresis free 2 
phase modulation with constant ellipticity of emerging 
light and response time less than 100 s, thus it could 
find application in many modern electro-optical 
devices.  
Figure 12, (a) presents the extensive overview of the 
electro-optical cell with standing FLC helix and inter-
digital electrode deployed on one of the two glass 
plates [18]. The inter-digital electrodes with electrode 
width 2 m and electrode gap of 50 m have been 
deployed to apply electric field parallel to the smectic 
layers. The vertical alignment to the DHF FLC has 
been accomplished by spin coating glass plates with 
40 nm thick layer of stearic acid chromium salt       
(Fig. 12, a) followed by soft backing at 100 ºC for    
10 min. The Fig. 12, (c) represents the optical micro-
photograph of the a vertically aligned DHF FLC 
(VADHFLC) cell under crossed polarizers and in the 
absence of the electric field.  
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                  a                   b                          c 
 

Fig. 12. a – Schematic representation of geometry of a vertically aligned DHFLC cell [18]: 1 are glassy plates, 2 are in-plane electrodes, 
3 are smectic layers parallel to glassy substrates, 4 is a voltage generator, P (A) is polarizer (analyzer),  is the tilt angle of director n in 
smectic layers,  is azimuthal angle of the spontaneous polarization vector Ps, I0 is intensity of incident light, I is intensity                    
of light transmitted  through  the  ADHFLC  cell  placed  between  P and A;   b – the  chemical  structure of stearic acid chromium salt;  
         c – the micro-photograph of VADHFLC cell placed between crossed polarizers at V = 0. The red mark is equal to the 20 m 
 
 

Figure 13, (a) reveals the schematic diagram of the 
VADHFLC cell where the DHFLC principal axis (PA) 
and its interaction with the applied electric field [18]. 
In the presence of electric field E, (i.e. < Ec), the PA 
deviates from its initial position z by an angle  in a 
plane perpendicular to the electric field direction and 

as a consequence the refractive indices of the helical 
structure along (

IIEn ) and perpendicular (
En ) to the 

electric field (Fig. 13, b) differ from each other and 
their difference corresponds to the biaxiality ( indn ) of 
the helical structure.  

 

   

    a    b 
 

Fig. 13. a – illustration of the VADHFLC principal axis deflection in the presence of electric field, b – schematic 
representation of the refractive indices ellipsoid in the absence (left) and in the presence (right) of electric field [18] 

 
For normally incident light, the electrically controlled 
birefringence writes [17, 18]: 

nind = nE – nE = KKerrE
2,                (15) 

where nE  and nE the effective DHF FLC refractive 
indexes, induced parallel and perpendicular to the 
appluied electric field and «Kerr constant»  

KKerr = 2 nE=0(1 – n2
/ n2

E=0)  (E/ Ps)
2          (16) 

 

is proportional to the «isotropic» refractive index for 
zero electric field Kerr  nE=0, shown below: 

n2
E=0 = [n2

 n
2
/ (n

2
 + (n

2 –  n
2) cos2)1/2 + n2

]/2, 
n and n FLC refractive indexes and  – FLC tilt angle, 
Ps–FLC spontaneous polarization, and E

 = 
EPs  /cos  – FLC average dielectric susceptibi-

lity along the field direction.  
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The FLC transmittance T as a function of the E2 is shown 
in Fig. 14. This figure reveals that the VADHFLC cell 
shows the 2 phase modulation at the electric field of     
~ 2.1 V/m. The light transmission of VADHFLC cell 
between two crossed polarized can be described by 
[17, 18]:  


 FLCinddn

T 22 sin2sin   , (17) 

where dFLC corresponds to the FLC layer thickness. 
Thus, the indn has been computed from Eqs. (15) and  
plotted in Fig. 14. The open circular legends in Fig. 14 
represent the experimental data while the solid blue 
line represents the theoretical fit of Eqs. (15).          
The value of indn  for FLC-587 at saturation is 0.05, 

which means that 2 modulation can be obtained for 
the FLC thickness to wavelength ratio dFLC/ = 20  
(Fig. 14). This is a reasonable thickness of FLC        
cell, which will still keep the high quality FLC 
orientation even for IR light [17, 18]. 

 

Fig. 14. The transmittance T (E2) ( ) and nind (E
2) ( ) 

dependence for VADHFLC cell placed between crossed P 
and A at   = 45at the applied frequency of 70 Hz [18]. 
The solid blue line is the result of theoretical fit of the nind 
according to eq. (15). Insertion: shows the plot of Kerr  
constant «K» with frequency and solid red line represent the  
                                    theoretical fit 
 
With the help of experimental results for indn  and  
eq. 15, Kkerr has been evaluated at different frequencies 
and plotted in the insertion of Fig 14. The Kkerr =       
27 nm/V2, which is about four orders of magnitude 
greater than the Kerr constant of nitrobenzene and 
twice larger than the Kerr constant of the best known 
polymer stabilized blue phase LC (PSBPLC) [19]. The 
Kkerr is constant till the frequency of 2 kHz afterwards, 
at higher  frequencies, it  shows  clear  dispersion. This  

dispersion can also be explained on the basis of eq. 15. 
The Kkerr depends on the dielectric susceptibility of the 
goldstone mode ( E ) that is defined as [17, 18]: 

2
0

2

2Kq

Ps
E   ,          (18) 

where K is the elastic constant while the qo = 2/R0 is 
the wave vector of the helix, thus Kkerr can be 
increased further by optimizing the FLC material 
parameters.  

The phase modulation of light in FLC 
orientational «Kerr effect» occurs only because of the 
electrically induced variation of the FLC refractive 
indices. Consequently, no modulation in the ellipticity 
of output light has been observed (Fig. 15). For E < Ec, 
the ellipticity is independent on the electric field 
which is the same range of the electric field where the 
nind remains quadratic. However, near Ec and at 
higher electric field the nind(E) deviates from the 
quadratic dependence on E and simultaneously the 
ellipticity of the emerging light begins to increase. 
This increase in the ellipticity is because of the helix 
unwinding process near Ec that results in polarization 
plane rotation of impinging light. 

 

 

Fig. 15. Solid legends represents the nind of 18 m thick 
vertically aligned DHFLC cell and open  legends are for the 
ellipticity of the emerging light at the frequency of 40 Hz 
[18]. The insertion  represents  variation  of the  tON and tOFF  
                    with respect to the applied voltage 
 
The insertion in Fig. 15 represents the electric filed 
dependence of the tON and tOFF. The VADHFLC device 
is characterized by the fast response time less than   
100 μs and thus the modulation frequency could as 
high as 1 kHz with saturated electro-optical states.  
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In recent time PSBPLC has been considered as 
emerging display and phase modulating technology 
however, the VADHFLC seems more appropriate 
because of higher Kerr constant, hysteresis free 
electro-optics and faster (around an order of 
magnitude) electro optical response. Thus, VADHFLC 
could find application in many modern electro-optical 
devices. 

 
7. Conclusion 

 
Fast response time, high contrast ratio various 

FLC electrooptical modes, such as Clark-Lagerwall 
mode is Surface Stabilized FLC (SSFLC) structure, Bi 
and Multistable FLC switching, Deformed Helix 
Ferroelectric (DHF), Electrically Suppressed Helix 
(ESH) mode, and FLC orientational electro-optic Kerr 
effect were proposed for fast FLCD are achieved 
through the application of photoaligning layers in FLC 
cells. Fast FLCD with a high resolution can be used in 
the screens field sequential color (FSC) FLC 
microdisplays, which are now one of the most 
advanced technologies for pico-projectors. The 
switchable goggles and lenses based on new FLC 
prototypes can be efficiently applied in the new 
generation of switchable 2D/3D LCD TVs. The 
further development of  novel fast ferroelectric LCD 
aimed at  (i) development of new fast responded FLC 
materials with fast switching and a sufficient number 
of switchable gray levels (V-shape switching); (ii) 
implementation of the working prototypes of novel 
field sequential color (FSC) FLC displays, including 
the 3D version [12]; (iii) investigations of regimes of 
operation to allow to use efficient addressing of FLCD 
including TFT drivers enabling a high switching 
current; (iv) solving the problem of a mechanical 
stability of FLC layers; (v) mass production of new 
FLC materials with optimal characteristics. 
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